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The lawyer in Paulsell had prepared a trust for a client in 1987 as part of the client’s estate planning. Later, the client on his own wrote a new will that created uncertainty when the client died about which assets were trust assets and which were estate assets. The client’s self-drawn will also named his widow and a son from a previous marriage as co-trustees. The widow and the son sought the lawyer’s assistance in untangling the two sets of estate planning documents. The lawyer prepared a new trust and a “dispute resolution agreement” to address conflicts between the will and original trust. Later, a dispute arose between the widow and the son over the management of the second trust. A lawsuit followed in which the widow ultimately prevailed—incurred approximately $500,000 in legal fees in the process.

The widow then sued the lawyer for both legal malpractice and breach of fiduciary duty. The legal malpractice claim was predicated on the substantive work that allegedly led to the dispute and sought the attendant litigation
expenses as damages. The breach of fiduciary duty claim, in turn, was framed around an asserted conflict by allegedly representing multiple parties in the preparation of the new trust (and related work) and sought disgorgement of the fees the lawyer had collected for that work.

The lawyer obtained summary judgment on both claims in the trial court. The Court of Appeals affirmed on the legal malpractice claim but reversed on the breach of fiduciary duty claim.

On the legal malpractice claim, the Court of Appeals held that the litigation expenses were not recoverable as consequential damages under the so-called “ABC Rule.” Under that rule, attorney fees are only recoverable as consequential damages in a legal malpractice case if the lawsuit giving rise to the fees was against someone unconnected to the original legal work at issue—in other words, the legal work involved triggered litigation with a third party. In this instance, the litigation was between parties for whom the work was done—the widow and the son—rather than a third party. The Court of Appeals, therefore, concluded that the ABC Rule did not apply and affirmed the dismissal of the legal malpractice claim for want of recoverable damages.

On the breach of fiduciary duty claim, the Court of Appeals found that there were sufficiently disputed facts on the conflict issue that precluded
summary judgment and reversed on that basis. The widow contended that the lawyer had improperly represented both her and the son while the lawyer argued that he only represented the trust. The Court of Appeals remanded the breach of fiduciary duty claim for resolution of the disputed facts at trial. In doing so, the Court of Appeals noted that a conflict under the RPCs can reflect a breach of the underlying fiduciary duty of loyalty and that disgorgement of the fees earned on a representation affected by a conflict is an available remedy.
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